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Abstract
This paper proposes to explain why African youth can be both an “opportunity” (asset) and a
“risk” (problem) in the implementation of the African Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA).
The paper begins by defining the theoretical framework of the analysis. It then presents the
demographic trends in Africa to illustrate the place of African youth in the paradigmatic renewal of the continent. From these trends, it makes two fundamental arguments justifying
the interest of relying on African youth in order to capitalize on the gains of the AfCFTA. Finally, this paper considers that relying on youth for effective implementation of the AfCFTA
is of undeniable importance for two reasons: (1) Because youth are a catalyst for the future
progress of the continent. (2) Because youth can be a liability if nothing is done to address
unemployment; boost quality job creation; change the youth training paradigm; and promote
STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math).
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Introduction
The AfCFTA will enter into force on May 30, 2019, making it the world’s largest tariff zone
in terms of the number of participating countries. At this stage, all African countries except
Eritrea have signed the accession agreement and 36 countries (including 19 African least
developed countries, or LDCs) have ratified it (Luke et al., 2021). This is a dream for many,
but it is still far from being realized, given the long road ahead in negotiating all the modalities
for implementing the agreement, as well as the gap that exists between regional initiatives and
the everyday lives of African people. The AfCFTA reminds us without a doubt of the signing
of the Treaty of Rome in 1957, at the origins of what would become the European Union
(Bitsch, 2008). Yet, from an economic point of view, Africa would have everything to gain
from a common market of 1.2 billion people.
Today, trade between Africa and other continents represents only 3% of world trade and
only 16% of the trade of African countries is with other countries on the continent. In Europe
it is nearly 68% (CNUCED, 2019). According to the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa, the AfCFTA has the potential to boost intra-African trade by 52.3 per cent
by eliminating import duties, and that trade could double if non-tariff barriers were lowered
(CNUCED, 2019).
But here we are talking only from a synoptic point of view, that of the states. The objective
of this research is to show why youth mobilization and organization is important for effective
implementation of the AfCFTA. It begins by setting out the theoretical framework for the
research. It then presents demographic trends in Africa to illustrate the place of African youth
in the renewal of the continent’s development paradigms. From these trends, it makes two
fundamental arguments to justify relying on African youth to capitalize on the gains of the
AfCFTA.

I. Theoretical framework
Two major debates remarkably illustrate the situation of African youth. The first calls for an
unparalleled Afro-pessimism for Africa’s change. The second, shows an Afro-optimism for
the change of the continent. To support this argument, this research considers two dates (2000
and 2011) and two titles (”Hopeless Africa” and “The hopeful continent: Africa rising”) from
the same newspaper, The Economist.
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A – The Hopeless continent
At the dawn of the third millennium, The Economist devoted a special issue to Africa. And
the main title of The Economist (2000) is “The Hopeless continent”. And the articles that
followed are the height of what can only be called “Afro-pessimism”.
This reading grid is based on the idea that Black Africa is off to a bad start (Dumont,
1962). This title by René Dumont, dating from 1962, is repeated over and over again in many
books, articles and various comments concerning the continent. The radical Afro-pessimism
of some is fed by the idea that there are blockages maintained by the Africans themselves,
which no development aid will be enough to overcome. In this context, The Economist had
developed reflections that tended to indicate that economists have tried all the formulas and
that, in the end, if rational economic formulas do not work, it is because the problem of Africa
is Africa itself, it is the African youth itself, it is the Africans themselves.

B – The hopeful continent: Africa rising
In 2011, the same newspaper, The Economist, looking at what it had published in 2000, wrote
this time “The hopeful continent: Africa rising” (The Economist, 2011)». What happened between the two limits? Ten years, of course. But in those ten years, what has actually happened
to bring us out of the depths of Afro-pessimism for a title like this, which seems to be the very
hallmark of Afro-optimism? The answer is that there has been a profound transformation of
the African continent during this period. Transformations in terms of political governance
initiatives but especially in terms of demographic trends.

II. Demographic dynamics in Africa
In less than half a century (2000-2050), the world population will experience two major trends:
- More young people in the developing world, more old people in the “rich” countries
(Rabier and Djoufelkit, 2021). With 75% of the population under 35 years of age and only
3% over 65 years of age (2019) in Africa, the inclusion of young people in economic and
social life remains and will remain the major challenge for public policies. The categorization
“developed countries versus poor countries” will be increasingly coupled with an equally
structuring categorization “old countries versus young countries”.
- The unparalleled increase in the African population and a considerable decrease in the
population of the rest of the world. The world’s population is expected to increase by 2 billion people by the middle of the 21st century, but then it will decrease (Vollset et al., 2020).
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Africa’s population will continue to grow throughout the century and one in four people will
be African.

III. Dichotomous importance of African youth
There are two fundamentally dichotomous arguments for why youth are important to the effective implementation of the AfCFTA.

A – African youth as a catalyst for progress
Demographic projections in Africa indicate the emergence of a continent composed mainly
of young people (MO IBRAHIM FOUNDATION, 2019) – a youth capable of contributing
to sustainable growth and development. Indeed, by 2050, one third of the world’s young
population is expected to live on the continent (Mariama, 2018). This involves Africa’s large
and rapidly growing youth workforce, which is a valuable asset with the potential to generate
a demographic dividend, produce socio-economic gains – and stand out as a transformational
change driver par excellence [7]. These young people can be a source of innovation, creativity,
talent and energy on which the future prosperity of the continent will depend. Hence the
importance of mobilizing them, raising their awareness and making them responsible for the
implementation of the AfCFTA.

B – African youth as an obstacle to progress
Africa’s youth also constitute a potential liability to regional initiatives such as the AfCFTA
if nothing is done to: (1) find solutions to the unemployment problem; (2) boost quality job
creation, (3) change the youth training paradigm and promote STEM.
It should be noted, first of all, that today, the AfCFTA is certainly intended to transform
the 55 African countries, but there are prerequisites. Because Africa is called to reconcile with
its youth and especially when we know that it has an extremely important youth representing
60% of the unemployed of the continent (World Bank, 2020) and that it is necessary to find
work for him…In addition to high unemployment, African youth have few opportunities to
find decent work. This is because young people often work in the informal economy-which is
characterized by low wages, unsafe or exploitative working conditions, low productivity, and
less stable employment. The latest report of the International Labor Organization (2018) on
this subject, dating from 2018, reports that 94.9% of people aged 15 to 24 in Africa work in
the informal economy.
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Also, access to quality education remains a challenge in Africa and is one of the many
barriers limiting access to decent jobs. Yet African youth today need skills such as entrepreneurship, e-commerce, creativity, and technical innovation to make progress toward
the Sustainable Development Goals. Therefore, STEM education will educate young people
in the four specific subjects (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math) by adopting an interdisciplinary and applied approach - a foundation for innovation and a stimulus for initiative.

Conclusion
Mobilizing and relying on youth for effective implementation of the AfCFTA is of undeniable importance for two reasons. First, because youth are a catalyst for the continent’s future
progress. Second, because youth can be a liability if nothing is done to: (1) find solutions
to the unemployment problem; (2) boost the creation of quality jobs, (3) change the youth
training paradigm and promote STEM.
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